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TO: TASMANIAN PLANNING COMMISSION 

Thank you Delegates for allowing me extra time to make a further submission to you on the proposed Draft Amendment 
AM 2022.01 and permit PA2022.0024 – Middle Road, Miandetta (Devonport). 

To those whom that I consider have already made well considered and detailed submissions opposing this proposal, at this 
stage in my life, all I can do is to fully endorse those submissions already made by Jennifer Rowlands, including her latest 
to you on 16 May 2023. 

I am very proud that so many citizens have individually devoted so much of their time, effort, energy and expertise to 
follow the TPC process in their attempts that I consider necessary to protect this particular area of Devonport’s remaining 
remnant native bushland. Although much of Devonport’s bushland is fragmented, there is an opportunity for those 
fragments, especially the area as per this proposal, to protect the values that have been identified. 

As has been demonstrated in these objections, including and especially the latest submission by Jennifer Rowlands, the 
natural values have been very well demonstrated, illustrating the rich biodiversity of the area as well as the landscape and 
other values of this area. 

The integrity of this area should be upheld by protecting this bushland with its well demonstrated values that are held by 
those many people who have placed valid objections without 'fear or favour’ for the benefit of the citizens of Devonport, 
now and in the future. 

In conclusion, I concur with the stated objections as set out by Jennifer Rowlands in her submissions to you. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
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